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To register, please follow the link below
https://bit.ly/30gTlGK
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Message from CEO

PCHS stands in Solidarity with the Black Community

The year 2020 has been very unpredictable and after almost a quarter of lockdown PCHS
is ready for reopening. We are receiving a mixed response from staff who are suggesting
a gradual reopening as well as hesitant of a second surge of cases. PCHS management
is working on a plan to reopen safely and ensure all measures of physical distancing in
place. The reopening of the agency shall happen in the following stages:

Stage one – There will be no walk in clients for any of the services. The clients will have
to take pre appointments and maintain social distance in order to ensure the safety of
both staff and clients. The office is also being physically restructured and renovated to
observe more safety and distance. There will be no group programs in the first stage.
Deep and thorough sanitizing of the office will be done every day to make sure that surface are safe and clean.

Stage two – This stage will also witness no walk in clients. The office will be retrofitted
offices to bring in more clients. In order to ensure safety no group programs will be conducted and every day cleaning measures will be in place.

Similarly the stage three will also witness no walk-ins. As we will move to stage four and
there I no outbreak of more cases we hope to start face to face counselling
and drop in clients.

PCHS acknowledges and will follow Public Health and Ministry
guidelines for social distancing and protective equipment will
be followed during all the stages.

'Racism and
Xenophobia'

we are not born with it
» Navjot Osheen Dhillon

Th

e recent demise of

a civilised and sophisticated

croscopic organisms to huge

George Floyd, the

society, with equal rights and

plants and animals- including

young soul, has once again

freedom to one and all…..but

us. Every child that is born

thrown light on the notorious

have we really let go of the

does not have a say or choice

centuries old notion of racism

ideas of racial superiority and

of

and Xenophobia. The death

sense of Xenophobia?

creed, colour or nationhood.

has sparked many protests

parentage,

sex,

caste,

We are born when we are and

and has created a new wave

It is a well-known fact that

where we are- doesn’t matter

of the Black Lives Matter Pro-

Mother Nature is the creator

if it is in a rich or poor family,

test. We claim to have become

of the world from small mi-

in north or south hemisphere
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or in one country of the other.

skinned and this is related to

of skin as a mark of superi-

But what remains true is that

the amount of pigmentation

ority is an extreme kind of

we are born innocent- there

(that gives the skin colour) in

narrow mindedness and false

is no notion of racism, no un-

response to exposure of sun-

pride. The barriers created

derstanding of Xenophobia

light.

between man and man is man-

and no attitude of superiority
when a child is born. The bit-

,,

made and the false sense of
The skin has special cells

racial superiority is in fact the

To think of colour of skin as a mark of superiority is an extreme kind of narrow mindedness and false pride. The barriers created between man and man is man-made and
the false sense of racial superiority is in fact the denial of law of co-existence. We all
may have different skin colours but the colour of our blood that runs in our veins is
the same for everyone- bright red.

ter truth is that these ideas

called ‘Melanocytes’ that pro-

denial of law of co-existence.

are instilled in a child’s mind

duce a skin pigment called

We all may have different skin

as he grows up.

‘Melanin’ that gives our skin it

colours but the colour of our

s natural colour. The amount

blood that runs in our veins is

It is surprising that even to-

of pigment released depends

the same for everyone- bright

day,

advancement

on the amount of sunlight

red.

in our understanding of the

and heat exposure- the hot-

world and innumerous natural

ter the climate the higher the

Unfortunately,

phenomenum, such notions

concentration of the pigment

sense of pride in one’s colour,

like racial superiority and Xe-

and vice-versa. It is similar to

race and religion has led to

nophobia exist. We all know

what happens when we get

much violence in the world.

that those children who are

“tanned”, the difference be-

This racial discrimination has

born in countries with cold-

ing that tanning lasts shorter

led to many terrorist activ-

er climates are fair skinned,

duration due to limited expo-

ities and these activities in

with tropical climates are

sure to sun.

turn have contributed to the

despite

brown skinned and with extremely hot climates are dark

this

false

growth of Xenophobia and exTherefore, to think of colour

treme racial prejudices.
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teach
our
children
of the new
age to cultivate tolerance and
respect towards others, irrespective of their
colour, caste, creed, gender
or nationality.

It
can be
tackled
by teaching
the fundamental
principal of equality
and oneness in man to
the new generation.

It is crucial that they understand that that god or the
ultimate power lives in everyone’s heart and any human
being- whether black or white
or identifying with any sex is
therefore sacred. In order to
establish peace, harmony and equality in the
world, we need to
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“Extramarital affairs is the silent but
often hidden reality of our society”
The Red FM Toronto has

why it goes unaddressed. She

vere damage to the self-es-

been majorly on addressing

focused on the impact of ex-

teem of the other partner

the Tabooed issue of “Extra-

tramarital affairs on families

and often results in a feeling

marital affairs in the south

and partners who are being

of guilt to the partner who

Asian community.” Seema,

cheated on.

is cheating in the relation-

Case Manager, Better Fam-

ship. How infidelity leads to

ilies discussed the reasons

The Show further elaborated

severe emotional and men-

why people do not talk

on how an extramarital affair

tal stress that may lead to

openly about this issue and

by a partner can cause se-

self-accusation by the victim
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and how they start blaming

necessarily mean that he or

The Show highlighted the ob-

themselves for their spouse’s

she isn’t ‘getting enough’ at

jectification of women’s body

affairs were discussed in

home. Seema shared from

by both men and women.

detail.

her experience of working

People chase the idea of love

with clients that one can feel

and overlook the love that

Seema highlighted that

a strong attachment to the

they have in their real life.

such affairs end in one of

spouse and still be attracted

the three ways: divorce and

to and romantically in love

The other half part of the

remarriage and relationship

with someone else. Seema

Show was taking live calls

loss, or the recommitment

addressed that, we live in a

from the audiences, Seema

to the relationship that was

society that is preoccupied

successful addressed all the

cheated. She described that

with sex and commercializes

queries pertaining to the

adultery is an attempt by

this sexuality in many ways.

topic of discussion.

either spouse to bargain for

The internet and its booming

an unequal distribution of

pornographic accessibility

emotional support within a

business contribute to the

marriage. When one partner

extramarital affairs and on-

gets minimal support and

line dating as well.

attention from the other and
wants more, sometimes the

Seema shared that dissatis-

inflexible expectations, rules

fied spouses who experience

and communication gap can

their partners as emotionally

make the marriage lifeless

or sexually withholding or

and monotonous. Hence,

view their partners as

many couples go for adultery

sexualizing others

not for sex but for the new-

are vulnerable to

ness and emotional support

affairs.

it brings.

The Show further busted
the myth “when someone
has an affair, and it doesn’t
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Thirdhand smoke and its risks
» Avtar Singh
The dangers of smoking are

even toys. The residue from

nated air from these surfac-

well-known. Inhaling nicotine

tobacco smoke may remain in

es. This residue reacts with

and other toxic chemicals in

these materials for years af-

common indoor pollutants to

cigarette smoke, either first-

ter a burning cigarette is ex-

create a toxic mix including

hand as a smoker or second

tinguished, and it is harmful

cancer causing compounds,

hand as a non-smoker, may

to people’s health those who

posing a potential health haz-

cause illnesses like heart dis-

are exposed.

ard to non-smokers, especial-

ease, stroke and lung cancer.
Cancer-causing

ly children. Thirdhand smoke

compounds

Thirdhand smoke is residue of

clings to clothes, furniture,

form when tobacco smoke

nicotine and other chemicals

drapes, walls, bedding, car-

particles mix with gases in

left on indoor surfaces by to-

pets, dust, vehicles and other

the air, absorbing into near-

bacco smoke. People are ex-

surfaces long after smoking

by

carpets,

posed to these chemicals by

has stopped. The residue from

rugs, clothes, bedsheets, wall

touching contaminated sur-

thirdhand smoke builds up on

paint, car dashboards, and

faces or breathing contami-

surfaces over time. To remove

surfaces,

like
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the residue, hard surfaces,

hand smoke due to their ten-

ing and passing on the virus.

fabrics and upholstery need

dency to mouth objects and

COVID-19 affects your lungs,

to be regularly cleaned or

touch affected surfaces. This

chest and other parts of your

laundered. Thirdhand smoke

is important thing for smokers

breathing

cannot be eliminated by airing

to know that there is a risk,

you inhale cigarette smoke,

out rooms, opening windows,

and this risk could predis-

chemicals damage your lungs

using fans or air conditioners,

pose people to certain health

and weaken your immune re-

or by smoking only in certain

issues, including lung cancer,

sponse. This can cause viruses

areas of a home.

liver damage and diabetes.

to enter your lungs more easi-

This awareness could be an in-

ly and increase your chance of

non-smoking

centive for them to quit smok-

getting respiratory infections,

adults are at risk of tobac-

ing for the sake of themselves

such as COVID-19. Quitting is

co-related health problems

and their loved ones.

the most important thing you

Children

and

when they inhale, swallow or
touch

substances

system.

When

can do for your overall health,

contain-

As the COVID-19 pandem-

and may reduce your chance

ing thirdhand smoke. Infants

ic continues, it is important

of getting COVID-19.

and young children have in-

to understand the role that

creased exposure to third-

smoking may play in catch-

Changing
World
» Navjot Osheen Dhillon

What happens when we return back to work, schools and
you know the routine?
We need to figure out ways to accomplish and maintain our social connections without jeopardising our safety and that of everyone around us.
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A lot has been going on

COVID-19 not only affected

ceased their production,

around the world lately with

our health but upturned our

stores have closed down and

the recent COVID-19 pan-

entire lifestyles. Gone is the

most of us have been con-

demic being the source of

time when we ventured out

fined to homes in order to

tremendous stress and trou-

of our homes without a single

survive the pandemic. We are

ble. Today, there is no coun-

care (ok, so not really with-

social beings, living in soci-

try that has been untouched

out a single care but we were

ety and thriving on human

by the devastating effects

not always on high alert that

connection. But this pan-

of the COVID-19 pandemic.

we will catch some deadly

demic has sowed doubt and

The pandemic, directly and

disease, right?). Well, not

fear in people’s mind when it

indirectly, led to a lot of big

long ago, we prided ourselves

comes to social connections.

changes have ranging from

as being a fast-paced world

We avoid coming in close

nation-wide lockdowns and

with everything organised

contact, and there is always

ban on international travel

and moving swiftly. Many of

a slight pang of fear when we

to innumerable employee

us even complained of living

go out for something like do-

layoffs and cease of indus-

in a monotonous world with

ing groceries. We are worried

tries. Although the pandemic

no time to rest or appreciate

that we may come into con-

started (at least officially)

the beauty of nature and

tact with someone or some-

a little less than 3 months

things around us. Ironically,

thing with corona virus and

ago yet it already seems like

now that out fast paced life

get infected and so on. I am

ages when everything was

has come to a temporary

not saying that we should not

normal- at least in terms of

stop, it seems even harder to

follow social distancing and

environment. Now as we try

relax given the circumstanc-

other precautions, I actually

to navigate our return to the

es. To put it simply, it seems

encourage people to follow

post-COVID world, the ques-

like our down time is not

it, being a health care profes-

tion arises- is it really possi-

ending- both metaphorically

sional. It is important that we

ble to return to our everyday

and practically.

wash hands regularly, wear

work and leisure? Even if we

masks and maintain social

did, what do we expect in this

It is irrefutable fact that

distancing to avoid getting

world?

the COVID-19 pandemic

and spreading COVID-19.

has brought our world to an

And since we do not yet have

abrupt halt- industries have

a treatment or cure, it be-

A lot of people will agree that
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comes all the more important

the undisputed answer to the

on one hand the pandemic

to implement precautions to

problem.

has no doubt had destruc-

prevent infection in the first
place.

tive impact on the world on
Ok, agreed that social me-

the other hand, it has given

dia is maybe not the best

us a golden opportunity in

However, what happens

supplement to face-to-face

disguise to pause and estab-

when we return back to

interactions but is close

lish our priorities and even

work, schools and you know

enough. We can video call

rekindle our relationships

the routine? We need to

our friends and even have

with our family. I know the

figure out ways to accom-

a online get together. We

situation may be different for

plish and maintain our social

have such a meeting with our

everyone, but it is important

connections without jeop-

office colleagues at PCHS

that we do not lost hope.

ardising our safety and that

called “Chat and Chai” (which

Becausee hope is what we

of everyone around us. So

basically means chat over

need the most to sail through

how do we do that?

tea) to remain in touch with

this time.

everyone in the office and
To explore more on this

it is surely quite interesting

As of now, there are no

question, I had a long dis-

and takes off some stress. We

definite answers to what to

cussion with many of my

discuss topics from weather

expect from the post-COVID

colleagues and friends (most

to recent new developments

world, only that it is going

of them are Health profes-

and it feels like a real discus-

to be different than the

sionals i.e. doctors, nurses

sion over coffee…. except we

world we knew and lived in

etc. while others are in the

are drinking it sitting in the

so far. We don’t know what

mix of lawyers, journalists,

comfort of our own home.

to expect of the virus in the

IT techs, and social workers)

near future or when a vac-

on the question. It is possible

Also, while we are sitting at

cine, treatment or cure will

to try to maintain our so-

home, we can try to focus on

be available or even if we will

cial connections during the

remaining positive and what

develop some natural immu-

pandemic and even rekindle

constructive we can do. Like

nity to the infection.

the ones we lost touch with.

they say, “There is a silver lin-

Well……..surprisingly not, the

ing on the clouds” and “every

But one thing is for sure-

internet and social media are

coin has a flip side”, while

the world as we know will

,,
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change, there will be a new

and temperatures have gone

definition of the “routine

in many parts of the world.

world” and our priorities and

Maybe it is a signal for us

goals will change. This may

that we need to come up with

actually be the beginning of

larger scaled sustainable,

a whole new era. There’s a

eco-friendly innovations in

well-known saying in In-

the Post-COVID world. We

and our priori-

dia - “Antt hi Aarambh hai”

do not know what the future

ties and goals will

(An end is actually a new

holds, let’s hope that whatev-

beginning). So who knows if

er it may the changes happen

change. This may

its going to change for the

for the better.

actually be the be-

better. We know with the
instrustires being stopped,

Stay safe, healthy and posi-

nature has kind of revived

tive!

There will be a
new definition of
the “routine world”

ginning of a whole
new era.
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An Open Letter to Our education
System
» Navjot Osheen Dhillon
I write this with a heavy

when there were natural

and people struggling to

heart but with an open mind.

disasters, took us to visit

make ends meet? And do I

Never did I ever imagine that

nursing homes for us to feel

need to mention the heart-

one day I will be writing an

empathy towards our elders

less people who turn blind

open letter to you- a letter

and introduced etiquette and

eye to the sufferings and still

not feeling proud but let

discipline. What happened

demand that they pay their

down. I studied as student

now?

rents and loans, not caring

in school and my friends and

I don’t think I need to explain

about how they are managing

I used to look up to you as

what all is happening today

to eat and feed their fami-

someone fair, someone who

in our country due to COVID,

lies?

understands. You taught us

do I? No one is ignorant to

Alas, you are becoming one

to be fair, help others in need

the crippling blow it deliv-

of them today. I understand

and stand with the weak

ered to our economy. Do I

that you need to pay our

no matter what, didn’t you?

really need to tell about the

teachers and even they have

You ran donation campaigns

jobs lost, incomes reduced

their families. They teach us,
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try to continue our education

You don’t need to pay for

fault of the poor child who

during this dire time. But I

electricity, water, mainte-

was born into a middle-class

ask, how much do you need

nance (at least not the same

family? Whose family is try-

to be able to do it? Is the fees

as before), buses, clean-

ing to make ends meet during

you demand really justified?

ers, gardeners, phone and

the economic depression

Let’s do some calculations,

so on. But you still got the

brought by COVID-19? May-

I know you are great at

money, don’t you? Just by

be the family known to me

Maths….

taking classes on Zoom app

or that of my friends is one

Before lockdown we had at

(that too without any fixed

such family. Do you feel that

least 7-8 classes/day for 6

time), delivered by teachers

by not allowing their children

days a week. Let’s just say 5

from their respective home,

to study, you are being fair?

working days for now. And

pray…..how much costs are

Being just and being consid-

if the tuition fees per month

you enduring? It the non-ex-

erate?

was let’s say Rs. 3200, then

istent too much?

I wish, I really wish I could

It comes to about 20 rupees/

And god forbid, if any child’s

see your perspective but

class or Rupees 20/45 mins

parents are not able to pay

unfortunately no matter

to be exact.

their fees because they are

how many angles I try I only

Now, we hardly have 2 class-

busy wasting their money

see greed and lack of under-

es/day, so…..

on food, water and medi-

standing. Please illuminate

About 80 rupees/class.

cines- you ensure that they

my ignorant self on how you

Hmmm, I wonder why the

are kicked out of their online

are justified to mentally

amount raised with decrease

classes. How can one be so

harass (yes, it is harassment

in classes……

cruel?

when you throw the child out

Well, not surprised. Now,

We all know, nobody choses

of their class in front of their

you can’t take building costs

their family at birth. You talk

friends because their parents

etc can you? So I say it’s a

and teach us about discrim-

were not able to pay their

brilliant idea to say that you

ination and equality- how

fees- highlighting their crisis

will only take tuition fees

we should not discriminate

in open and paving way for

because you need to only pay

based on race, caste, creed,

others to humiliate and bully

the teachers. I wonder if they

colour, wealth etc. But while

them for the vulnerability)

got any salary hike…….Are

in the light you teach us

the children?

they really even being paid

equality, under the shadows

I don’t even know why I am

the correct salary?

you discriminate. What is the

writing this letter when you
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have already decided that

you to completely cancel

Yours Faithfully,

the only thing that matters is

collecting fees. No because

A former student who is also a

money- maybe, just maybe a

no matter what, I remember

family member, friend, confi-

small part of me still believes

the teaching of not only my

dante and well-wisher of the

that you might have a little bit

teachers but also my gurus

current students

of conscience still alive in you.

and gods. I only ask you to

That I may be able to reach

please reach a middle ground

the conscience and awake it

with us and be reasonable. Do

to understand the situation.

I ask too much and too soon?

I hope you do. I don’t want

Please do let me know.
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Tips to Enhance
Body
Immunity
» Dr. Pran Rangan

In the wake of Covid-19 pan-

these measures, it is quite

tial for our survival. Without

demic, the people have been

important that one should

it our bodies would be open

taking the required precau-

possess good immunity to

to attack from bacteria, vi-

tions like the use of mask,

fight the new Corona virus

ruses, parasites, and more. It

social distancing, minimal

infection and other illnesses.

keeps us healthy as we come

personal interactions, etc.
Despite the observance of

across a large number of
The immune system is essen-

pathogens.
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It is spread throughout the

Innate immunity is the

body and involves many types

defense system with which

of cells, organs, proteins, and

we are born. Innate immu-

Have an adequate sleep

tissues. It has special abili-

nity involves barriers that

Sleep and immunity are

ty to distinguish our tissue

keep harmful materials from

closely linked. During sleep,

from foreign tissue. Dead and

entering our body. These

the immune system releases

faulty cells are also recog-

barriers form the first line

proteins called cytokines.

nized and cleared away by it.

of defense in the immune

Certain cytokines need to

response.

increase when we have an

If it encounters a pathogen, a

hance our immunity:

infection or inflammation, or

bacterium, virus, or parasite,

If pathogens successfully

when we are under stress.

it mounts a so-called im-

evade the innate response,

Sleep deprivation may de-

mune response. An immune

we possess a second layer

crease production of these

response is a reaction which

of protection, the adaptive

protective cytokines. In addi-

occurs in our body for the

immune system, which is acti-

tion, infection-fighting anti-

purpose of defending against

vated by the innate response.

bodies and cells are reduced

foreign invaders. A toxin

It adapts its response during

during periods when we don't

or other foreign substance,

an infection to improve its

get enough sleep.

which induces an immune

recognition of the pathogen.

response in the body there-

This response is retained

It is normally recommended

by producing antibodies, is

after the pathogen has been

that adults should aim to

called antigen.

eliminated in the form of

get 7 or more hours of sleep

an immunological memory,

each night, whereas teens

Central to its ability to mobi-

which allows the adaptive

need 8-10 hours and younger

lize a response to an invading

immune system to mount

children and infants up to 14

pathogen, toxin or allergen

faster and stronger attacks

hours.

is its ability to distinguish

each time this pathogen is

self from non-self. The host

encountered.

uses both innate and adap-

Eat more whole plant foods
Whole plant foods like fruits,

tive mechanisms to detect

Tips to enhance immunity

vegetables, nuts, seeds, and

and eliminate pathogenic

The following are important

legumes are rich in nutri-

microbes.

tips that will help us to en-

ents and antioxidants that
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may give you an upper hand

immune function, however,

against harmful pathogens by

do not study a sudden, short-

boosting immunity. By eating

lived stressor; rather, they try

Meditate daily

all different colors of plant-

to study more constant and

It has been found that the

based foods, we are more

frequent stressors known as

benefit we experience from

likely to get a strong and var-

chronic stress.

meditation isn't strictly

ied nutritional profile. In fact,

drome.

psychological; there is a clear

whole foods, plant-based diet

Do regular exercise

and quantifiable change in

contains 64-times the amount

The regular exercise is one of

how our bodies function.

of immunity-boosting antioxi-

the pillars of healthy liv-

Meditation is one of the re-

dants compared to a diet that

ing. Just like a healthy diet,

storative activities that may

includes meat and dairy.

exercise can contribute to a

provide relief for our immune

healthy immune system. It

systems, easing the day-to-

Eat healthy oil

may contribute by promoting

day stress of the body.

Healthy fats like olive oil,

good circulation, which allows

peanut oil, canola oil and

its cells and substances to

Limit added sugar

foods rich in omega-3s are

move through the body freely

When we eat a big dose of

highly anti-inflammatory.

and do their job efficiently.

sugar, we temporarily damp

Since chronic inflammation

down our immune system's

can suppress our immune sys-

Stop smoking

ability to respond to chal-

tem, these fats may naturally

Smoking can suppress it

lenges. The effect lasts for

combat illnesses. A low-level

because nicotine can lead

several hours. So if you eat

inflammation is a normal re-

to decreased neutrophilic

sweets several times a day, it

sponse to stress or injury.

phagocytic activity. It can also

may be perpetually operating

inhibit the release of reactive

at a distinct disadvantage.

Reduce stress
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The bottom line
Our immune system is essential
for our survival. Our lifestyle can
affect how well it can protect us
from germs, viruses, and chronic
illnesses. Replacing bad health
habits with good ones can help
keep it healthy. The above tips if
followed adequately can go a long
way toward strengthening our
immunity.

Our immune system is crucial
for our survival since it helps us
protect from myriads of illnesses.
Our lifestyle is closely linked to
our immunity. By adopting the tips
mentioned in the article, we can
enhance our immunity.

,,

It is normally recommended
that adults should aim to
get 7 or more hours of sleep
each night, whereas teens
need 8-10 hours and younger children and infants up to
14 hours.

Source: https://bit.ly/311zIUZ
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